Productivity Starts Here
Meet Our Business & Productivity Series

SUMMIT SERIES
Business Professional
From SMB and Enterprises, the Summit series delivers and packs a serious punch.

PRESTIGE SERIES
Elite in Style
The Prestige series is finely crafted and exceptionally efficient in terms of performance and mobility.

MODERN SERIES
Daily Computing
The Modern series helps you discover your passion and confidently master your day-to-day tasks.
The Summit E16/E13 Flip Evo:
The Summit E13 Flip Evo and Summit E16 Flip Evo feature a 360-degree hinge, certification with Intel® Evo™ platform, and are powered by up to 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processors and the latest Intel Iris® Xe graphics or NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 30 Series. A blend of performance, security, and portability. With the new Dynamic Cooler Boost, workday battery life, and a touchscreen 16:10 Golden Ratio display, enjoy the unstoppable productivity of the Summit Series.

*Variants can also be paired with the MSI Pen.

Prestige 14 Evo:
MSI taps into the spirit of exploration by designing the Prestige Series - with up to 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processors, certification with Intel® Evo™ platform, and the latest integrated Intel Iris® Xe graphics. These finely-crafted machines not only are sleek, stylish, and come in different colorways, but are also immensely powerful. Experience a seamless workday with long battery life, and a 5-degree hinge design that props up the laptop to make work feel natural, tireless, and comfortable.

Modern 14:
Combined with up to a 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor and Intel Iris® Xe Graphics, even the busiest can manage large workload requirements without worry. Type freely and comfortably with an optimized 1.5mm key travel, that provides quick responsive feedback on each keystroke. Contained in an ultra-light and ultra-slim build, the Modern series is the perfect all-encompassing machine to drive greater success.
With Intel Evo laptops such as some of our MSI Business & Productivity series laptops, every day is the ultimate premium laptop experience. Get all the features you need to help you get it all done. Period.

**Tested for Intense Workloads**
You can trust that Intel Evo laptop designs have been tested—really tested. Think 25 apps and 200 tasks repeated 15 times under real-world conditions to ensure it will perform the way you need it to.

**Charges Fast**
Charges Fast to help you stay in the flow as you move through the day.

**Battery That Lasts**
Battery That Lasts all day, which means you can leave the charger at home.

**3x Faster**
Internet and up to 3x faster photo and video editing will blow you away.

**Wakes Instantly**
Wakes instantly so it’s faster than you can read this sentence.

**Built for What Is Needed and What Users Want**
The Intel® Evo™ vPro® Platform delivers one validated solution built to provide what professionals need. By bringing together hardware-based security features and remote manageability, as well as remarkable responsiveness, instant wake, and a long real-world battery life, these stylish, thin and light laptops offer an amazing experience that users want.
MSI CENTER

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION

MSI laptops come standard with the exclusive MSI AI engine, amongst other necessary system optimizing functions, that is capable of providing whole new Intelligent features. The AI revolution has arrived for MSI laptops.

Ambient Silent AI

Ambient Silent AI detects ambient noise in the background and adjusts the fan speed noise (dB) to deliver a much quieter experience.

Smart Auto AI

MSI Smart Auto will automatically adjust your system's settings depending on your everyday tasks. It also allows you to manually take control with adjustable system modes for your personal preferences.